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To: Graduate SES post <ses-graduates@jacobs-university.de>, Graduate Student Post <shss-graduates@lists.jacobs-university.de>, Graduate JCLL Post
<jcll-graduates@jacobs-university.de>
Subject: shss-graduates Activity Coordinator Candidate
Dear Graduates,
unfortunately I cannot make it to the Assembly tonight, therefore I would like to introduce myself through this email.
My name is Ina Kodrasi and I am running for the position of Activity Coordinator.
Having finished my bachelor studies at Jacobs and being in my second year of masters studies, I believe I know
what it is like to live in this community. I realize that life as a graduate student is rather busy through studies,
train/bus trips everyday to come to university , work etc.
However, I have the feeling that we could work on strengthening the bounds of the graduate community.
And this does not mean having more parties to get to know each other, (well, not only at least ), but I will try to
collaborate with as many of you as possible, collect your ideas about events you would like to have on regular basis,
maybe establish regular meetings with different majors to get your insight on possible career fairs you would like to
attend or guest lecturers you would like to invite.
For those of you who did their undergraduate studies here, don't you miss the cheer ups? Why not have movie screenings,
games, food and drinks just for us during midterm and final period? Why not have bbqs together with our professors? (at least
with the ones we like )
Help me use the activities´ funds in the best way for ALL of us!
Thank you for reading this email!
Best,
Ina
–
Ina Kodrasi
MSc in Communications, Systems and Electronics
Jacobs University Bremen
College Ring 1, 28759 Bremen
Tel: +491637547808
"Education is what remains after one has forgotten everything he learned in school"

